
Bob iz a spy He hides next too sue

We hide hiz ball  He is sadd

he does not see me az I pass. I wear a maske
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We have a spy kitt  I winn the game

please help with hiz clues. We are glade you 
are here
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Dad plays hes guitar We hear it az he plays

nana can hellp with homework. I give her a 
hugg

Papa took a reste. He ate a nutt
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the stove is hott. We should nott get near it

Dad getz a fish. He are wett.
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Look at the ic  I want to skat

there is a rase in the park. I bring my bik
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we racke leaves on the farm. We make a pyle

Mom made a cacke for the county bake sale. 
She won a prise

How will you get to the woods. i will rid my 
bikke.
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spider makes a cak. The treat is myne

Ladybug climbs the pol Ladybug is kute?

spider wocke me. i should not dowze at the 
party
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The bird sing a happy tun. I go up klos to 
listen

The spider is at hom? The spider lives on the 
roze
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the classroom pet is a kute kitten. Can i take 
it hom.

Our pet can glid through the water? Our pet 
can swime

Our pet is on a stayge People clapp when 
they see him
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The second grad class is happe? They juste 
got a pet

Mom will driv my pet and me to skool. We 
have a teste.
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the ants helpp find food. They have a big 
jobb

Two foxs drink at the ponde. Four mouses 
come nexte

A mice is a small siz. It can make a hom in a 
box
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Two tiger hunnt for food. They stay klose to 
some bushs.

Many finchs singe. They jummp on all the 
branchs.
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I give bob a red roze His puppy baxter smells 
it with hiz noze

There is a tree ful of pears on jay Street. My 
friend eric picks a pear offe the tree

Our clas visits a farm in lakewood. The 
farmer Tom brown gives us apple juice to 
dringk
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Dave and gary want to pik apples. They driv 
to a farm in vermont

My sister kona and i stande inn a garden. She 
wears a white dres with pretty flowers
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The storn wil wake sara She is stuk in miami.

Mom pushes the whit snow She makes sutch 
a big pile?

Two girls singe in the rain. The rains pours 
wile they play.
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Theese winds blows hard. Dad give the door 
a pushe.

Mom think that dad is stuck in the snow. She 
call dad on the fone.
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The blak bear eats He sits on the rok

Lucy see a chipmunk makeing lunch. She 
know he bakd a pie.

Squirrel brag that his hideing place is full of 
nuts. He hide hiz nuts in a tunel.
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Julio is makeing a birdhouse at camp. He 
reach for a hammer to driv a nail into the 
wood.

Bear love growling and sleepeing. Chipmunk 
enjoy eating and hideing.
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The shark chaseed the fish? The Fish is 
hideing.

Didnt you say that you discover a little crab 
yesterday. I’m glad you didnt pick it up

Thats the fish i look at yesterday. Im glad i 
watch him.
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The fish lookd at uss. Then it passd bi them.

The whit beach towels washd away. They 
float by thees rocks?
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My mul is named ginger. I rod her to main 
street

feed the duks. Do you know their nams

We buy boxs of seeds We sell many egs
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We saw henns at the farm? The we saw 
froggs.

Do cows like graps. Hens like seds?
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The prise for singing goes to jane  She play a 
preety tun.

This is a great day? we hear music on the 
trayn.

He has a graey guitar? My guitar is playn 
white
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he cannot wate for music clas. He taps the 
lunch traye like a drum

I have to glu to papers into my nootebook. 
Then i will fill them in
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I like to use painte Judy lik to use claey

Jenny asked “Did you weeve the baskets”
Polly said, “I made eech one”

Mom said, “two tickets, pleese”
The man said “The play is frea.
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Jack said, “we are a teem of artists”
Jill said “We do eech painting together”

Sue Said, “I will draw a seeshell
Mike said, “I will paint some sheepe.”
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Do you go to school on monday?It is martin 
luther Kind day

She learned soo much sign language on 
saturday. She will nowe all the letters by 
labor day

Since tuesday the coache could not hear. He 
saw his owne doctor on friday
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In august Sue learned mosts Braille letters. 
She got her owne Braille book on 
thanksgiving.

Bothe Gina and Devon take sign language 
clsses on tuesdays. By july eech of them will 
know all the signs.
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Officer Linda hoped to owne a dog  She was 
sow happy to get one in october.

We read outsid with miss andie and Officer 
Lee. They read If You Give A Pig a Pandcake.

Mr Rylan tells us playgrownd safety rules. In 
the classroom we read a book called safety.
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We play basball with dr. Novak. Maybee he 
will read Baseball safety.

Officer Bo and mr. Kendall keep somewon 
safe. They put Safe schools intoo the library.
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I see mrs. Green siting in the park. She is 
waitting for the parade

The class is goin to have a bake sale in april. 
Are we seling cookies?

The cookies sue made were seling fast. Jack 
count how much money we made to ficks the 
plaground.
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Juan asked, “what can we do outside?
Rose said, “We can help cleen the town park.

The clas plants a garden for the 
Kindergarten. Wil you help is
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The seet on my bike is to hi.  Dad will make it 
rite.

The crowd roored? the score was a ty

Now the nasebal player hit the ball. It goes hi 
through the air
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A.J. makees a wilde pitch. Jo find the ball rite 
there.

The childe speaks to Jackie robinson. He 
wishis the nigt would never end.
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At nigh she looks at the mountains  She 
wonder what lies beyond theem

its’ a suny day at the market. 1 mother plays 
with her babee

This toy cost only a penne. I is buying it for 
my frend.
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Becky said, the sity looks nice.
Mom said “the lights are prete”

gabriela wrote meny stories. She won a 
Nobel prize.
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The asistant painter made a funny sign. It 
were for the arte sale.

The arte store opened on May 1 2016. it is 
next to the parke

We shopped at the partey store on December 
31 2012. The store were full of prety things.
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The farme stand opened in denver Colorado. 
Many kars stop there

Mia got her pupy at the pet store in 
Columbus Ohio. She hold it in one arme.
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The pupy was born on October 21 2011. He 
were happy funny and smarte.

Mouse eats corne cheese, and crackers. She 
are full after the partey.

The storey us about horses, dogs and pigs. 
They is in a stor..
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This morening I dancd, played and read. The 
storey was about a lion, tiger and elephant.

Squirrel was bourn last spring. He rests on 
branchs, fences, decks, and roovs.
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The chick was just bourn. She is a babey 
penguin.

the fathar of the penguin chick is big. He 
stands ovur the little chick

The penguin with covur the white egg Is the 
egg safe undur the snowe.
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The watur is cold. Will the penguins evir be 
warm

jacob draws small penguins on papir. He can 
offir the drawings to mom?
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I kik the ball with my friend  We chas it 
together?

I play with an friend every weak. You can bee 
my greater pal of all

Mike has an list of friends to sea. Jake is 
highest on the list than the too of you.
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This is an tail of our friendship. We will bee 
the greater friends in the world?

My pet horse has the long tale of all. But she 
also has the shorter main.
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Meat me at the market. I bought too rugs

He do the weaving slowely. The rug have too 
flowers.

The goat has a haircut last weak. The man 
does the job safly
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Seh now have a usefull rug on the floor. The 
rug do a lot for the mane room.

She do helpfull chores for the rug-maker 
yesterday. He was thankfull
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The giraffe safley have a drink from the pond. 
She still have a mouthfull of water.

I seed you rereed the book about animals 
yesterday. Please came here now and retel 
the story.

He goes to unpak his bags. Then he seed 
animals unlick the others.
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The goat goed away unhapy. The horse 
runned away hapy.

I sawed him unlok the barn door. He comed 
to refil the cows water.
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The rabbit is Happey. He have a mouthfull of 
garden vegetables.

The animals sayed the garden is smaul. They 
eated near the lawg.

The dawg taked the carrots. He gived me one 
with his pauw.
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We eated vegetables last fawl. We said we 
taked them awl.

We taked a wauk in the garden. Joes gived us 
a caul.
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The tadpole was very smawll. Now it was the 
size of a dawg.

The zew does’nt have tadpoles. It’l open at 
newn.

Did’nt yew see the tadpole? Im sure that it 
gruw.
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This tadpole does’nt like steuw. Thats true of 
a feuw tadpoles.

The creuw did’nt see the tadpoles. Theyl’l 
scopp the water in the pond.
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They scupe up dirt. The Cruw found a fossil.

today we lok at fossils. We see the fossil of a 
fut.

In february we tuk a fossil to the museum. In 
march it stod in the lobby.
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In july we read fossil bok. It was on the wo 
shelf until friday.

thursday i got a cokbok. Tomorrow i will get a 
fossil boook.
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The bok is about fish I want to tak a lok

I hear one persons shoute. My sisters friend 
fouwnd her talking to the crowd.

The princes parade is in my toun. My best 
friends family watches from my howse.
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The womans children go doun to the river. 
The rivers edge was muddy and brouwn.

The queens yell was very lowd. One farmers 
cowe heard it from far awae.
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The to women went owt The two men stayed 
in the howse

The two girl ar shigh. The two girls are brite?

The two boys find a snayl and a shell. They 
allways find two things.
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Two girls makes a brayd. It look like a chayn.

Too friends triy to cook. They put the food on 
a traye.
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Ben franklin was brite? He liked to trie maney 
things

Jill and me have sean a book about Ben 
Franklin. It is you’re book that you ow to the 
library.

Me and jake yousd flippers for years. There 
sean when we swime.
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Your reading about Ben Franklin in the 
snowe. Molly and me wonder what this 
meanes

I and Jessica kleen the bookshelfs. Maria’s 
friend keepes the book about inventors there
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